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Leidmans in Lithuania (ca 1825-1941)  
 
Insights about the ancestry of the Laidman family who settled in Cleveland in the 1890s are now 
accessible on JewishGen.org as a result of the ongoing genealogical research conducted by 
LitvakSIG, the Lithuanian-Jewish Special Interest Group.1  Their work provides valuable details 
about the family’s name, their places of residence, and the ancestors and relatives who continued 
to reside in southwest Lithuania.2  This number provides a summary of family members who 
immigrated to America. 
 
Leidman Surname 
 
Records that can be connected to known family members suggest the family name was spelled 
Leidman, not Laidman.  
 
The inclusion of “man” in the two names suggests that both spellings are Germanic in their 
origin. Although leid is found in several languages, its use in Lithuania was probably of 
Germanic origin. In in Old High German the term meant sorry and has been translated as 
suffering, pain, sorrow, grief, misery and sadness.  The Dictionary of American Family Names 
says Leid comes from Middle High German and as used as a nickname for an unpleasant person. 
The name Leidman was used as a surname as early as 1561 in Württemberg, Germany, and both 
Leid and Leidman are used today as family names in the United States and Europe. 3  Note: The 
use of surnames was not common in Lithuania until the early 1800s. 

                                                           
1 LitvakSIG is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization that is the primary internet research source for 
Lithuanian genealogical research, one of about 25 similar nation-specific groups worldwide. Its All 
Lithuanian Database (ALD) contains data abstracted by volunteers from documents found in Lithuanian 
archives. Updates are posted quarterly; more are expected to go online in the coming years. Although 
their abstracted records are accessible only on JewishGen.org, the group’s operations are detailed and 
additional resources are provided on its own website (http://litvaksig.org).  
 
2 Special thanks go to Lynn Laidman Palin who identified key connections to our family and collaborated 
in researching and corroborating details.  
 
3 Translations are based on searches on online German-English translation sites. Patrick Hanks (Ed.), 
Dictionary of American Family Names (Oxford University Press, 2003; online edition 2006), p. 1814.  
This volume includes no listing for Laidman, p. 1749.  Earliest use of Leidman: Search of Leidman 
family trees and records, FamilySearch.org.   
 

mailto:kirk.hallahan@icloud.com
http://litvaksig.org/
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By contrast, Western European sources suggest Laidman is connected to laden, such as in 
carrying or pulling a heavy load. Laidman was used as a surname in England as early as the 
1500s. Researchers have traced its etymology through variants that include Laydman, Lademan, 
Loanman, Lodman, Ledman, Leadman, Ladman, Ledeman, Loydman, Ladyman, Ladiman, and 
Ladimane. 4  
 
No spelling as Laidman can be found in the records 
as abstracted by LitvakSIG researchers, and the use 
of Leidman appears to be uniform, although scarce 
variations such as Lidman, Liedman and Leidmann 
are found.  Suffixes are found in records from the 
1920s and 1930s to denote relations within families:-
as (father/male, e.g. Leidmanas), -iene 
(wife/mother), and -aite (sister/daughter). Variations 
found in other Eastern European countries include 
Lejdman, Loydman, Lyadman, Lajdman and 
Leydman but are not numerous. 
 
When and why family members adopted the current 
spelling is not certain. Laidman is used somewhat 
consistently in family records beginning in the 
1890s. However, the Cleveland cemetery record for 
Robert (Ruben) Laidman’s father, Abraham Joseph, 
listed his last name as Leidman in 19055 while 
Ledman is used on the gravestones for Henry (1908) 
and Isador (1922), the children of Robert and Rose Laidman who died at an early age. 
 
It is possible the change occurred at the time the family immigrated to the United States (date and 
circumstances not known). Laidman might have sounded more Westernized, or was easier to spell, 
or avoided the unpleasant connotation for people familiar with German. Robert’s savvy brother 
Charles was the family member most likely to have promoted the change. It is also possible that it 
resulted from an accidental or intentional misspelling by an immigration official familiar with the 
spelling used in England -- an all-too-common practice. (See the footnote below pertaining to the 
variations in the spellings of given (first) names and Lithuanian place names.6) 
                                                           
4 Reference to laden and other variations cited in Nicholas Michael, Search results for Laidman, 
https://one-name.org.  
 
5  See burial records for Joseph Leidman and Henry and Isador Ladman in JewishGen.org’s Online 
Worldwide Burial Registry. Search Leidman and Ohio at https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/cemetery/. 
See also Abraham Joseph Laidman, FamilySearch.org ID No. GC3C-BSF.   
 
6 Spellings of both person and place names vary widely in Lithuanian records – in part because seven 
different languages and alphabets were used in the country at various times: Yiddish, Lithuanian, Russian, 
Polish, Old German, Old Cyrillic and Hebrew. Inconsistencies in recording personal names resulted from 
regional variations in spellings as well as a general lack of concern in the early 1800s about consistency 
or accuracy of spelling.  Despite following established conventions for recording data, record abstractors 
also were required to use their judgment in translating/transliterating personal names based on differing 

Modern Lithuania on the Baltic Sea, 
west of Poland, northwest of Belarus 
and south of Latvia. Leidmans lived in 
area southwest of Alytus. 

https://one-name.org/
https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/cemetery/
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Family Resided in the Suwalki Gubernia  
 
Records indicate the family heralded from southwest Lithuania, about 80 miles (120 km) WSW 
of the modern capital city of Vilnius (then known as Vilna).  The Suwalki region7 was one of 25 
gubernia/gubernyia or administrative regions that comprised the Russian Federation (also 
referred to in Russian as governorates, the equivalent of provinces). The Suwalki (Suvalki, 
Subalk) gubernia was smaller, more agricultural and less developed economically than the two 
other provinces that then comprised Lithuania, Kovno/Kaunas in the north and Vilna in the 
southeast.  
 

 
Regional map of showing various Jewish villages (shtetl) in the Suwalki gubernia in southwest 
Lithuania.  Suwalki city, Sejny, Lazdijai and Miroslavas (Miroslaw) are underlined in red in the 
lower left, center and upper right. The jagged line indicates current Poland-Lithuania border. 
Miroslavas and Lazdijai are about 35 kilometers apart. Source: LitvakSIG. 
 
The Suwalki gubernia was named after and administered from the city that is now situated on the 
western (Polish) side of the Poland-Lithuania border. However, the two towns mentioned in 

                                                           
circumstances. Although Lithuania was annexed and controlled by the Russian Empire from 1795 to 
1918, the country was independent and consolidated with Poland at different times prior to this period. 
Afterward, parts of the country near Vilnius were controlled by Poland and then the entire nation was 
ruled by Soviet Russia from 1944 to 1990, when Lithuania became an independent democracy. As a 
result, many locales have been called different names through the years and are referred to here with 
multiple but somewhat similar names that reflect their Russian, Polish and/or Lithuanian identities.  
 
7 See Suwalki Governate entry in Wikipedia.org. For a history of Jews in Suwalki city and the 
surrounding region, see Kasriel Eilender, A Brief History of the Jews of Suwalki,   
https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/suwalki/history.htm 
 

https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/suwalki/history.htm
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Leidman-related records – Miroslaw/Miroslavas8 and Lazdijai9 – were both in the Sejny (Sejni, 
Sienei) district (uyzed) and remain part of Lithuania.  
 
Although not conclusive, available information suggests that family patriarch Robert (Ruben) 
Laidman (1873-1936) heralded from this region.10  Lithuanian public records document his 
parents had children who were born and died in the area, but U.S. documents giving his place of 
birth differ  Also, Robert’s brother Charles, born in 1874, later reported his place of birth as 
Papatatza, Subalk (Suwalki) gubernia.11 (Note: According to family members, the family of 
Robert’s future wife, Rose Greenberg, resided in the adjacent Vilna gubernia east of Suwalki.12) 
 
Berko and Sara: Ruben “Robert” Laidman’s Grandparents and Their Children 
 
Robert’s grandparents are listed on two family trees produced in the 1990s as Beryl Laidman and 
Sarah (with no maiden name for Sarah or other details provided about them).13 However, based 
on the burial records of two of his children in Cleveland, his Hebrew name was Dov, which 
means “bear.”  Several records from the period pertaining to births of children suggest Dov used 
the nickname Berko (versus Beryl), and his wife’s name was spelled Sara. These family trees list 
Berko and Sara’s birthdates simply as “before 1828” 
 
 
                                                           
8 Miroslaw is now known as Miroslavas and was the town in which Robert (Ruben) Laidman’s parents 
resided (based on several birth and death records for children).  Also search Miroslaw and Lithuania in  
JewishGen.com’s Communities database, https://www.jewishgen.org/Communities/Search.asp 
 
9 Lazdijai (pronounced “Lozday”) was the town in which family members later resided, located 7 
kilometers from the Polish border. See Lazdijai entry in Wikipedia.org. For basic information, search 
Lazdijai and Lithuania in JewishGen.com’s Communities database, 
https://www.jewishgen.org/Communities/Search.asp. Additional information is contained in 
JewishGen.org’s KehilaLists website, devoted to compiling memories of various communities submitted 
by contributors:  https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/lazdijai/  
  
10 Robert’s 1896 U.S. naturalization certificate listed no town for his birth. The 1922 death certificate for 
his son Isador stated Tennay, Russia (which cannot be located). The 1925 death certificate for his 
daughter Sadie listed Suray, Poland (the handwriting might be read as Seiny, a town near Lazdijai), based 
on information provided by Sadie’s husband, Hyman Katz. See Sources in FamilySearch.org entry for 
Sadie Laidman, ID No. G78J-DQG.  His own 1936 death certificate listed his birthplace as Litaway, 
Russia (spelled elsewhere as Litiway).  (This might have been simply a cannibalization of Lithuania.  No 
such town can be identified in the region.)  See Robert Laidman, FamilySearch.org, ID No: LSFQ-NQT.  
 
11 Charles Laidman, FamilySearch.org. ID No. GCD4-G4C.  
 
12 Rose Greenberg, FamilySearch.org, ID No. L5FQ-DSH.  
 
13 See entries for Dov “Berko” Laidman, ID No  GZ6L-64C, and Sara Laidman, ID No. GZ6L-WN1, on 
FamilySearch.org. Also section from Janie Lynn Laidmans early family tree ca 1995, posted in the 
Memories sections of both entries. Also see Lynn Palin Laidman’s Laidman Genealogy, 
https://www.myheritage.com/site-family-tree-53017942/laidman-genealogy 
 

https://www.jewishgen.org/Communities/Search.asp
https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/lazdijai/
https://www.myheritage.com/site-family-tree-53017942/laidman-genealogy
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           Dov [Berko | Beryl] Leidman (b ca 1825-1828; d unknown) 13 
Hebrew name: Dov (ber, Yiddish=bear) 

 
           Sara (b ca 1825-1828; d unknown) 13 

 
Berko and Sara were parents to four children found in Lithuania records plus another daughter 
for whom no Lithuanian records have been located. (Details about evidentiary records about 
family members are in italics within the listings that appear below.)   
 
Two of their children, Fruma Leia (Fruma Leah) 14 and Abram (Abraham Joseph) Laidman and 
their families are known to have immigrated to the United States ca 1887 when they were their 
late 30s – when their parents would have been in their early 60s. Both Fruma and Abram were 
married. Their respective spouses were brother and sister in the Iushkovski family, Elko and 
Tauba. Elko adopted the name Alex and the simplified surname Yaskovsky (later shortened to 
Kovsky), while his sister later went by the names Tobia, Toby and Tillie. Elko and Tauba are 
believed to have been twins. 
   
 Fruma Leia [Frume Leah] Leidman (b ca 1850; d 1 June 1927 Cleveland) 14, 

m Elko Iushkovski (Alex Yaskofsky) (b ca 1845, d 29 Aug 1922 --see footnote) 15 
 
Children of Fruma and Elko (Grandchildren of Berko and Sara) 
 
Herman Yaskofsky/Kofsky (b ca 1867; immigrated with parents ca 1887; d 
unknown, Ohio)]  16 
m Lena Goodman (b 1863 Lithuania immigrated ca 1887 presumably with 
Herman; d 1933,  Ohio)  
 
Mikhlia Iushkovski Yaskofsky (b 29 Sept 1868, Sutre Village, Sejny, Suwalki; 
d unknown) 17  

                                                           
14  Search results for Leidman, Lithuania Births, All Lithuanian Database, LatvikSIG, accessed via 
JewishGen.org. Date of death based on gravestone at Lansing Cemetery, Cleveland, where she is buried 
with husband Alex Yaskofsky (b ca 1845; d 29 Aug 1922).  See also Frume Leah Laidman, 
FamilySearch.org ID No. GZTR-V6R.  Name spelled Frume Leah on gravestone and 1982 letter from 
niece Sarah Perlman (exhibit in Memories section of entry on FamilySearch.org, ID No. GZTR-V6R. 
Also listed in the JewishGen Online Worldwide Burial Registry: 
(www.jewishgen.com/databases/cemetery -- search site forYaskofksy in Ohio. Alex is believed to be 
Elko, based on his Hebrew name listed in the registry: Eliahu bar Yakov   
 
15 Elko and Frume are believed to appear as Alen (not Alex) and Lena Kofsky in the 1900 census, where a 
couple matching their demographic profiles was residing in the same building as other members of both 
the Laidman and Yaskovsky (Kofsky) families. See FamilySearch.org, 1900 Census record for Alen(x) 
Kofsky. 
 
16 Based on U.S. records; no Lithuanian records found.  See individual’s entry in FamilySearch.org. 
 
17 Search results for Leidman, Lithuania Births, All Lithuania Database, LitvakSIG. Accessed via 
JewishGen.org. 

http://www.jewishgen.com/databases/cemetery
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Benjamin Yaskovsky/Kofsky (b 1 October 1873; immigrated with parents ca 
1887; d 1933 Dennison, Ohio) 16 

No records indicate use of Iushkovski as surname. 
m Bertha Kofsky (maiden name unconfirmed) (b 1874 Hungary; d unknown) 16 
  
Faivel Iushkovski (b ca 1879; d 27 May 1885 Popetovtse/Papeciai, Metelai area, 
Sejny, Suwalki—region east of Lazdijai)  17, 18 
 

Abram Josef Leidman (b ca 1848; died 14 Feb 1905, age 57, Cleveland) -- father of 
Robert (Ruben), Charles and Fannie Laidman -- see below 19  

 Hebrew name: Avraham Yosef bar Dov 
m Tauba [Taube | Toby | Tillie] Iushkovski Yaskovsky (b ca 1839; d 16 Nov 1934. 
Cleveland) – mother of Robert (Ruben), Charles and Fannie Laidman -- see below 20 

 Hebrew name: Tauba bat Yakov.   
 
 See following section for details. 
  
The daughter for whom no Lithuanian records can be located, but is known to have immigrated 
to Ohio was 
 
 Roche Gittel Leidman 21  (b 1840-1805; d uknown) 
  
Berko and Sara’s two other sons, Chaim and Moische Aaron Leidman), remained in Lithuania.  
 
What is known about Berko and Sarah’s other two sons and their families comes from 
fragmentary birth and death and marriage and divorce records for their children, as well as 

                                                           
 
18 Search results for Leidman, Lithuania Deaths, All Lithuania Database, LitvakSIG. Accessed via 
JewishGen.com 
 
19 Abram Leidman, listed as father in Lithuania Births, All Lithuanian Database, LitvakSIG, accessed via 
JewishGen.org.   See also Abraham Joseph Laidman, FamilySearch.org ID No. GC3C-BSF 
 
20 Tauba Iushkovsky listed as mother in Lithuania Births, All Lithuania Database, LatvikSIG, accessed 
via JewishGen.com  See also Tobia Yaskofsky, FamilySearch.org,  ID No. GC3Z-45K. Her parents are 
believed to have been Iankel and Merka Tankhelev.  Merka’s parents are believed to have been Girsh and 
Mikkhalia Tankelev (Tankhel), who resided in Sereitse village, Sejny, Sulwalki. Touba (Taube) and a 
sister, Reiza, appear in death record for Merka Iushkovski, who died 2 April 1878 at age 72. This would 
make Mikkhalia and Girsh the earliest known Laidman ancestors, born in the late 1700”s. Source: Search 
results for Iushkovski, Lithuania Deaths, LitvakSIG, accessed via JewishGen.org. No records could be 
located for other members of the family 
 
21 See FamilySearch.org entry for Roche Gittel Leidman, ID No. GZTR-FYQ. See Memories section; 
niece Sarah Perelman stated in a 1982 letter that Roche Gittel resided in Detroit and had two daughters 
and four sons. Listed as Gihel in Laidman Family Tree by Janie Lynn Laidman ca 1995.  
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internal passport cards issued to their children (required for travel within the country), and local 
census records and related lists (collectively referred to as Revision Lists).22   
 
Among these fragmentary records are lists of individuals and families who were evicted from 
Lithuania in the expectation of the arrival of German troops in early 1915 at the beginning of 
World War I.  Jews living in western portion of the Russian Empire, a region composed of 
conquered territories known as the Pale of Settlement, had long been discriminated against by 
anti-Semitic Russians. Jews comprised from 5% to 20% of the population in various jurisdictions 
in the regioin. 23 
 
In spring 1915 (two decades after members of the Laidman family had immigrated to 
Cleveland), Jews were relocated in a hastily organized exodus to far within the Russian 
countryside because government officials feared Yiddish-speaking Jews sympathized with, could 
share intelligence, or collaborate with the invading Germans.24 The families of Chaim and 
Moische were included in an Eviction List dated 3 March 1915.25 However, based on the census 
conducted in 1923 and other records, family members26 -- returned to their plundered homes 
from Mogilov province in eastern Belarus following the end of the war. 

                                                           

22 Lithuanian census records were originally called Revision Lists, later Family Lists. Various other lists 
pertaining to citizens are included as Revision Lists in Litvak SIG’s All Lithuania Database including 
Eviction and Conscription Lists.  Lithuania only conducted country-wide censuses in 1897 (under the 
Russian Empire) and 1923 (as an independent country).  Only records for the Vilna and Kovno gubernia 
are accessible online for the 1897 census (see JewishGen.org, 
https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/lithuania/lithcensus1897.htm. 1923: See entry for Lithuanian 
Census of 1923 on Wikipedia.org. 
 
23 The Pale of Settlement, which incorporated all of Lithuania, was the region on the western end of the 
Russian Empire were Jews were permitted to continue living, with certain restrictions, following the 
annexation of these territories. Otherwise, Jews were barred from other parts of the country. See Pale of 
Settlement entry on Wikipedia.org.  
 
24 More than 200,000 Jews were given only 8-36 hours’ notice, with no explanation, before being loaded 
on 26 special trains for transport. For a brief description, see “How the Russians Rewarded Jewish 
Loyalty” in the Documents sections of the FamilySearch.org entries for Khaim Leidman, ID No. 6D22—
W2F and Moische Leidman, ID No. GZPD-D6Y. [Article originally published in The Sentinel, vol. 20, 
no. 3, p. 9, on 15 Oct 1915 – a weekly Jewish magazine in Chicago.] 
 
25 Search results for Leidman, Revision Lists, LitvakSIG All Lithuania Database.  Accessed via 
JewishGen.org. 
 
26 Census records have not been found for Chaim Leidman, his wife, or three three sons, but all are 
identified as residing in Lazdijai in later Holocaust records. By 1923, following Moische Leidman’s 
death, his widow Bodana resided in the household of their oldest son, Zisel, along with four of her 
younger children. Three older children had already immigrated to America, and daughter Serel had 
married in the same year.   
 

https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/lithuania/lithcensus1897.htm
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Although Berko and Sara’s younger son, Moische, died in 
1922, his brother Chaim and other family members 
continued to reside in Lazidijai, which was occupied by 
German troops on 22 June 1941 by German troops. 
 
The ultimate fates of many family members are not 
certain.  
 
However, on 3 November 1941, Lazdijai was the site of 
mass killings of Jews at the hands of the Rokommando 
Hamann, local police and anti-Semitic Lithuanian 
nationalists. A total of 1,535 men, women and children 
were slaughtered in the forest outside the village27  These 
and other mass murders were referred to as the Holocaust 
by Bullets28 and accounted for two million of the six 
million Jews lost in the Holocaust or Shoah (Hebrew for 
catastrophe).  
 
Chaim and his son Moshe (not to be confused with his 
uncle Moische) appear on at least one compiled list of 
victims.29  Family members later reported to Yad Vashem 
that victims included Chaim’s and Moshe’s wives, 
Moshe’s three children, and the three adult children of 
Chaim’s brother Moische Aaron and his wife Bodana.30  Two other grown sons of Chaim and 
Hannah also were murdered.  

                                                           
27 See entries for Pale of Settlement, Lazdijai and Rolkommando Hamann on Wikipedia.org.  A retrieved 
Nazi document known as The Jager Report summarizes the killings of 137,346 Jews in the USSR in 
1941, accessible online at  https://fcit.usf.edu/holocaust/resource/document/DocJager.htm.  
 
28  Holocaust by Bullets refers to the murder of about two million Jews in eastern Europe who were shot, 
mostly in forested areas surrounding their villages.  For an overview and additional resources about this 
horrific and often forgotten part of the Holocaust, see the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
website: https://ushmm.org, and search for “Holocaust by Bullets.” 
  
29 A partial list of victims from Lazdijai according to the streets in which they lived was compiled by 
survivors Rivkah-nee Gershtein- and Ze'ev Mikhnovsky: Moshe and Khaim are listed as #37 and #38 on 
Starishok Street (beginning from the bridge): 
https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/lazdijai/ldhist4.html#appendix3. (Note: Neither Chaim or Moshe appear 
on a separate accompanying alphabetical list of victims accessible from the same site.) 
 
30 Yad Vashem, originally a unit of the Israeli government in Jerusalem, serves as The World Holocaust 
Remembrance Center and its database (with original testimony forms) is accessible through 
JewishGen.org. Contributors included Sylvia Laidman Wexler (sister of Perl, Rivka and David Laidman, 
who submitted her testimony form 13 May 1992 while she was in Jerusalem. Also Elaine Goodman 
Fagan, great niece of Hannah, niece of Chaya and cousin of her children, submitted testimony 28 October 
2020. Fagan’s testimony misstated they were killed 11 March 1941 (an unintentional reversal of the 
numbers for months and years which has since been corrected). All testimonies use the Laidman                   

 

 
In Memoriam 

 
Known Family Victims of the 

Shoah - Lazdijai, 1941 
 
Chaim Laidman (b ca 1863) 
Hannah Laidman 
     Moshe Laidman (b 1901) 
    Chaya (Pinckauskaite) Laidman 
     (b 1905) 
         Ethel Laidman (child) 
         Josef Laidman (child) 
         Sonya Laidman (child) 

     Yitzchak (Itzic) Leidman             
     (b 1893) 
     Abram Leidman (b 1895) 
 
Perl Laidman Dzigarski (b 1900) 
Rivka Laidman (b 1911) 
David Laidman (b 1915) 
 

https://ushmm.org/
https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/lazdijai/ldhist4.html#appendix3
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Known details about Chaim and Moische Aaron Leidman and their descendants are as follows:  
 
Chaim was a farmer who made it a point to not harvest the corners of his fields so that the poor 
could gather the food he produced, as mandated by the Torah. He also was a respected judge. 
             
Moische Aaron Leidman, the youngest son of Berko and Sara, was a blacksmith by trade. He is 
notable because in 1912 he attempted unsuccessfully to enter the United States but was turned 
away and forced to return to Lithuania.  The reason was listed as “defective” and is believed to 
be a problem with his visa. He and his wife Bodana had 10 children, four of whom eventually 
immigrated to the United States – See Laidman Family History Series, No. 731 
 

Chaim [Khaim] Leidman (b ca 1863; d 3 November 1941, Lazdiaji) 25,29,30,32  
m Hannah [Chana | Khana] Grodzin/Grodzinsky (b ca 1869; d 3 November 1941, 
Lazdijai) 25,32,30 
 

Children of Chaim and Chana/Hannah (Grandchildren of Berko and Sara) 
 

Yitzchak [Itzic] “Berko” Leidman (b ca 1893, d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) 25,30 
 
Abram Leidman (b ca 1895; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) 25,30 
 
Moshe [Movsha] Leidman (b ca 1901; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai)  25,29,30,32  
m 17 Feb 1929 Chaya (Marha Khaya) Pinickauska (b ca 1905, Gomel Oblast, 
Belarus; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) ,30,32 
 

Grandchildren of Chaim and Hannah (children of Moshe and Chaya) 
 

Ethel Laidman  (child -- b ca 1930-31; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) 30,33 
Josef Laidman (child -- b ca 1931-32; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai)) 30,33 

Sonya Laidman (child – b ca 1933-34; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) 30,33 

 
Although nothing is known about Yitzchak or Abram (including whether they might have had 
families killed in the Holocaust), Moshe was a tailor (not to be confused with his uncle, the  
 
                                                           
spelling. Separately Fagan provided information about the Chaim and his son Moshe in a telephone 
conversation in February 2022; she had identified Yitzchak and Abram as victims on Ancestry.com (even 
though they were not related to her family). Moshe was identified in an additional submission in Hebrew 
by community member Rivka Gershtein on 10 August 1997. Other family members might have been lost 
but not confirmed. 
 
31 Moische (Morris) Laidman and His U.S. Family Laidman Family History Series No. 7, 
http://hallahan.info/Families. 
 
32 Search results for Leidman, Lithuania Marriages and Divorces, All Lithuania Database, Litvak SIG 
accessed via JewishGen.org 
 
33 Ages imputed from photograph on page 10 dated 1937 
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blacksmith. In 1939 Moshe is believed to have filed an application for an immigration visa 
through the American consulate in nearby Kaunas (Kovno) in order to come to the United States. 
The family probably intended to go to Chicago, where a year or two earlier Chaya’s niece Sore 
had come to reside with her brother, Rubin (Chaya’s nephew) and his wife Sophie, who had 
taken Young as their family surname. Moshe’s application was apparently turned down.  On 3 
March 1939, Rubin wrote a letter in support of the family’s application addressed from Young’s 
Auto Parts. Possibly requiring a more compelling argument, the letter said only “I am very 
interested that Mr. and Mrs. Liedman and their three children come to the United States of 
America. I am sure they will not rely for support on the Government of the U.S.  I will do all I 
can to assist them.”  
                        
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

These rare photographs were brought to the United States by Chaya’s niece Sore 
Pinickauska (later Shirley Young) when she immigrated to Chicago prior to 
World War II. The 1937 family photo of Chaim and Hannah and their son 
Moshe’s family shows (from top left) Chaya, Sonya, Ethel, Sore, Moshe, and 
Josef with Hannah and Chaim Leidman (seated). Also an earlier photo of Chaya 
and Moshe as well as Moshe in military uniform. All, except Sore were murdered 
in the Holocaust by Bullets in 1941. Courtesy of Sore’s daughter, Elaine Fagan. 
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Moische Aaron (Movsha | Mausha | Moses | Morris) Leidman (b ca 1865; d 23 April 
1922, Lazdijai)  18,25,31,32     
 m Bodana [Bodane } Badana] Epstein (b ca 1873 or 1876; d unknown) 17,25,32,34   
 

Children of Moische and Bodana (Grandchildren of Berko and Sara) 
 
Eta Leidman (b ca 1899, Lazdijai; d unknown) 25 
 
Sore – Sarah Leidman (b 28 Feb 1893, Lithuania; Immigrated 1910; d 12 Sept 
1988, Jacksonville, Florida) 31 
m 18 May 1919 Joseph Abraham (b 1895, Jerusalem; d unknown) 5,31 
m 3 May 1927  Abraham Perlman (b 1884 Russia; d 27 Dec 1968) 5,31 
 

[Two sons born in the United States: Jerome Abraham 1919-1943, Aaron 
Perlman, 1928-2012] 16,31 

 
Froma Marie - Mary Leidman (b ca 1902 Russia; Immigrated 1913; d 26 Oct 
1932, Jacksonville, Florida) 5,31 
m 1922-23) Leo B. Leonard (b 1896 Russia; immigrated 1904; d unknown) 
 

[Three children born in the United States: Ruth Leonard 1923-2021; 
Mildred Leonard 1928-2018; Aaron Morris Leonard 1929-2010] 16,31 

 
Zisel (Zysko | Ziselis) Leidman (b ca 1900, Lazdijai; d unknown) 17,25,32 
m 14 Aug 1927 Ribke Mastovskiaite/Mashhtovski (b ca 1901; d unknown) 
  

Daughter of Ziselis and Ribke (Grandchild of Moische and Bodana) 
 

Seine Leidman (b 23 Nov 1928, Alytus, Trola, Vilna gubernia; d 15 Dec 
1931, Alytus, Alytus, Suwalki) 17,18 

 
Benjamin A. Laidman (b 15 Nov 1901, Lithuania; Immigrated 1913; d 30 Dec 
1970, Jacksonville, Florida) 16,31 
 
Perl (Perlia | Perla) Leidman (b ca 1902, Lazdijai; d 3 November 1941,                                     
Lazdijai) 25,30 
m Dzigarski note similarity to husband of Serel 

 
Serel Leidman (b ca 1903; d unknown) 
m 23 Feb 1923 Abram Zegarski (b ca 1900) 25,32 
 
Rivka (Ryvka) Leidman (b 31 Jan 1909, Lazdijai; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) 25, 30 
 
David Leidman (b ca 1910, Lazdijai; d 3 November 1941, Lazdijai) 25,30 
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Zlata - Sylvia Leidman (b 9 Sept 1916, Lazdijai; Immigrated September 1933; d 
12 Nov 2007, Jacksonville, Florida) 5,25,31  
m (1960s)  Jacob Martin Wexler  (b 21 October 1903; 26 January 1977) 5,31 

 
  
Abram Josef and Tauba: Parents of Ruben, Charles and Fannie Laidman 
 
Abram Josef Laidman (aka Abraham Joseph) went by the name Joseph when he arrived in the 
United States,5, 19 and listed as Abram in several Lithuanian birth records for Leidman children  -
- along with references to his wife, Tauba Iushkovski, whose later records spelled her family’s 
name as Yaskofsky, a variant of Iushkovski.  Tauba later went by Tobia, and most recently Toby 
and Tillie 20 
 
No birth records abstracted online verify the Lithuanian birth dates or places for Abraham or 
Tauba, whose U.S. records indicate they were born in 1851 and 1837, respectively. It is likely 
that the couple married sometime around 1870, when Abram and Tauba would have been 19 and 
31, respectively.  Their three children who also immigrated to Cleveland – Robert, 10 Charles 11 
and Fannie 34 – were born between 1873 and 1877.   
 
During the early 1870s it is possible the couple resided outside the Suwalki gubernia, but later 
returned. A death record in 1873 in Vilnius lists Abram Leidman as the father of a 3-year-old 
deceased daughter named Khasya (included below).  During the 1880s, Abram and Tauba lived 
in Miroslaw/Miroslavas in the Sejny district of the Suwalki gubernia. A birth record for son 
Khatskhel Leidman 11 indicated that in 1882 Abram was 36 years old and employed as an 
attendant at a bathhouse where Jewish men went to cleanse themselves. Tauba was reported as 
age 40. 
 
In all, records suggest the couple had seven children, including three who died as children, the 
three who immigrated to the United States and a son (Khatskhel) whose later whereabouts is 
unknown.  
 

Khasya Leidman (b ca 1870; d 10 Aug 1873, Vilnius, Vilna guberniya) 18 
             

Ruben “Robert” Laidman (b 15 March 1873. presumably in Suwalki gubernia; 
Immigrated ca 1887; m 31 Dec 1897 Rose Greenberg, Cleveland; d 25 Aug 1936, 
Cleveland (from bronchopneumonia) 10 
 
Charles Laidman (b 15 Jan 1874, Papatatza, Subalk gubernia; Immigrated ca 1887; m 8 
Feb 1903 Bessie Cohen; d 6 June 1972, Florida) 11 

 
Fannie Laidman (b 1875, presumably in Suwalki gubernia; Immigrated ca 1887; m 13 
April 1896 Louis Ross, Cleveland; d 4 July 1949, Cleveland) 34 

 

                                                           
34 Fannie Laidman, FamilySearch.org ID No. G4G8-WDZ.  
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Berko Leidman (b ca 1876, birthplace not verified; d 24 July 1885, Miroslaw) 18,35 

 
Khatskhel Leidman (son, b 25 Feb 1882 in Mirosvaw/Miroslavas; d unknown) 17,35 
 
Rivka Leika Leidman (b ca June 1884; d 17 February 1885 at age 8 months, Miroslaw) 34  
 

 
Immigration to the United States 
 
In all, 12 members of the Leidman family in Lithuania (including spouses) immigrated to the 
United States. Two others made unsuccessful attempts. 
 
Circa 1890: The first wave of the family’s immigration took place around 1890 and included 
Abram Josef (who became known as Joseph) and Taube (Toby or Tillie) and their three grown 
children. Joseph earned his living as a junk dealer in Cleveland until his death in 1905, while 
Taube was a housewife.  
 
All three of their children married other recent emigres in Cleveland.  
 
The first of Abraham and Tillie’s children to marry was daughter Fannie, who wed Louis Ross 
(born Khatskel Rosaler/Razaler) from near Vilnius, Lithuania. He was a fruit and vegetable 
peddler; the couple raised 11 children. 
    
The following year Ruben “Robert” married Roche “Rose” Greenberg, also from the Vilnius 
area. Robert worked his entire life as a peddler of fruits and vegetables, junk, scrap metal and 
rags. The couple also had 11 children, between 1899 and 1917.  
 
The last to marry was son Charles, who wed Bessie Cohen, whose family emigrated from a 
unknown region of the Russian Empire. He was a shirt-maker and tailor and might have owned 
his own garments business. He later patented a design for folding protective asbestos pads for 
dining room and other tables and sold them nationally until the 1930s, possibly due to the 
Depression. 
 
Also departing Lithuania were Joseph’s sister, Fruma Lea and her husband Elko Iushkovski 
(later Alex Kofsky). (The whereabouts of their daughter, Mikhlia Iushkovski, born in 1868, 
remains uncertain.) Alex became a junk dealer in Cleveland, similar to his father-in-law, and 
probably worked with him.  
 
Joseph’s other sister, Roche Gittel, is also known to have immigrated, but no details are known 
about her except that she was married, had two daughters and four sons, and possibly lived in 
Detroit.  

                                                           
35 Miroslaw Births, Marriages and Death 1871, 72, 73, 81, 82, Jewish Record Indexing-Poland, jri-
poland.org, accessed via JewishGen.com. JRI-Poland’s Marriages file also includes 1872, but no records 
mention a Leidman. Other years are either not preserved or not yet abstracted. 
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Known Leidman Family Immigrants from Lithuania  to the United States  
ca 1887-1933 – At a Glance 

 
Name   Birth-Death 
 

Arrival  Spouse U.S. Residence City 

Abraham Joseph 
1851-1905 

ca 1887 Immigrated with wife Taube 
m ca 1871 

Cleveland 

Taube Laidman 
Iushkovski | Yaskofsky  
Tobia, Toby, Tillie 
1837-1936 

ca 1887 Immigrated with husband 
Abraham Joseph 

Cleveland 

Robert (Ruben) 
1877-1936 

ca 1887 Rose Greenberg 
b 1881   m 1897   d 1966 

Cleveland 

Charles 
1874-1952 

ca 1887 Bessie Cohen 
B 1878   m 1903  d 1964 

Cleveland 
Florida 

Fannie 
1875-1949 

ca 1887 Louis Ross 
b 1869    m 1896  d 1931 

Cleveland 

Frume Leah 
Yaskofsky 
1850-1927 

ca 1887 Immigrated with husband (Elko) 
Alex Yaskofsky 
b 1837   m unknown   d 1922 

Cleveland 
Possibly Boston  

(Elko) Alex Yaskofsky 
Iushkovski | Kofsky 
1837-1922 

ca 1887 Immigrated with wife Frume Leah 
m unknown 

 

Roche Gittel 
B ca 1850 

ca 1887 m spouse name unknown Unknown 
Possibly Detroit 

Sore (Sarah) 
1893-1988 

1910 Joseph Abraham 
b 1896   m 1919  d unknown 
Jacob Martin Wexler 
b 1884   m 1927  d 1968 

Cleveland 
Chicago 
Jacksonville 

Froma Marie (Mary) 
1902-1932 

1913 Leo Leonard 
b 1891  m 1923-24   d unknown 
 

Probably Cleveland 
Possibly Chicago 
Jacksonville 

Benjamin A. 
1901-1970 

1913 Never married Cleveland 
Chicago 
Jacksonville 

Zlata (Sylvia) 
1916-2007 

1933  Jacob Martin Wexler 
b 1903  m 1960s  d 1977 
 

Jacksonville 

 
Unsuccessful Attempts to Immigrate 

 
Moische Aaron 
Son of Berko and Sara; 
brother of Chaim 
 

1912 Deported from when tried to enter the St. Albans, Vermont, 
border crossing, possibly for defects in visa. Traveled alone, 
presumably would arrange for family to follow him. 

Moshe 
Grandson of Berko and 
Sara; Son of Chaim 
 

1939 Application apparently declined by American consulate in 
Kaunas, Lithuania. Presumably would include passage for 
wife Chaya and three young children. 
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An unresolved question relates to how and when the family members in this first wave made 
their way to Cleveland. Complicating the matter is the fact that family members reported wildly 
different dates for their arrival in the federal censuses conducted from 1900 through 1930. In the 
1900 census, most family members (except Alex Kofsky) reported the year as 1887. Possibly the 
most reliable alternative date was 15 July 1889, which Charles provided in his 1895 petition for 
U.S. citizenship.36  
 
Passenger ship lists from the period are now consolidated in three major data files accessible 
online from the U.S. National Archives. The Russians to America Passenger Data File 1834-
1897 identifies only three parties of travelers with the Leidman name. Of these only one party of  
six people heralded from Suwalki but any connection to the family of Leidmans who settled in 
Cleveland has not been confirmed. 37  
 
1910-1913:  The second round of family immigrants arrived between 1910 and 1913 and 
included the three adult grandchildren of Berko and Sara Leidman and children of Moishe Aaron 
and Bodana Leidman (and nieces and nephews of Joseph, Fruma Leah and Roche Gittel). 31,38     
 
Sore Leidman (who adopted the name Sarah) arrived 10 June 1910 aboard the SS Main from 
Bremen, Germany, possibly with family friends. She worked as a finisher in the garment 
industry in Cleveland before 1919, when she married ice cream-maker Joseph Abraham, who 
was born in Jerusalem. Following the birth of a son in 1920, the couple moved to Chicago and 
divorced sometime in the mid-1920s.  In 1927 she married her second husband, Abe Perlman, 
who was born in Russia, and whom she had a second son the following year.  She came a 
naturalized citizen in 1936. The family moved to Jacksonville, Florida in the early 1940s.  
 

                                                           
36  Years of immigration reported in census reports and naturalization documents: By Robert (1887: 1900 
census; 1897: 1910 census; 1894; 1920 census; 1891: 1930 census; 18 March 1891, Naturalization 
Petition completed in 1896).  By Charles: (1887: 1900 census; 1880: 1910 census: 1890: 1930 census; 15 
July 1889: Naturalization Petition completed in 1895). By Fannie (1890: 1900 census; 1890: 1910 census; 
1889: 1920 census; 1895: 1930 census).  See FamilySearch.org entries for each family member for 
details.                  
 
37  The National Archives’ Russian to America Data File contains 567,394 names: Go to  Archives Access 
to Archival Databases (AAD) page (https://aad.archives.gov/aad/series-list.jsp?cat=GP44) and select the 
Russians to America Data File, then search Leidman (with Manifest Identifier Number if known). The 
traveling party from Suwalki was headed by Dwore Leidmann, a 32-old-woman accompanied by five 
children (Abraham, Bela, Chazkel, Lea and Maria), who sailed on the SS Rugia from Hamburg, Germany, 
and arrived 5 August 1889 in New York (Manifest Identifier No. 41119). Note: Only 115 records were 
preserved or available to post online, although the Rugia could carry up to 1,000 passengers in 3rd class. 
The other parties included Abraham Leidman, a 30-year-old German male (Manifest Identifier No. 
41662: arrived in New York 1890) and Rifke Leidman, a 34-year-woman accompanied by four children 
from an unspecified area of Russia (Manifest Identification No. 42096, arrived in New York 1891).   
 
38  See FamilySearch.org entries for each family member for details: Sore – Sarah Leidman, ID No. 
G8NJ-NVZ; Froma Marie – Mary Leidman, ID No. GD13-N4H; Benjamin A. Laidman, ID No. GDVX-
X5Z; Zlata - Sylvia Leidman, ID No. G8NV-MQM. 
 

https://aad.archives.gov/aad/series-list.jsp?cat=GP44
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Sarah’s brother Benjamin A. Laidman immigrated to the United States 25 July 1913, but details 
about his transit are unknown. Similar to Sore (Sarah), he lived for some period of time in 
Cleveland, where he worked as a sign painter until at least 1923. While in Cleveland, he applied 
to become a citizen, and later moved to Chicago where his naturalization was completed in 1925. 
By 1929, he had moved to Jacksonville and had joined his brother-in-law, Leo Leonard, in a sign 
painting business.  
 
Sarah and Benjamin’s sister Froma Marie (known as Mary) told census enumerators in 1930 that 
she also immigrated in 1913 and had become a naturalized citizen. However, it is unknown 
whether she and Benjamin might have traveled together or separately. She most likely also 
resided in Cleveland for some period of time before she married her husband Leo Leonard in 
1923 or 1924, possibly in Cleveland or Chicago. By 1926 Leo, who was born in Russia, had 
become a salesman in Jacksonville and the couple had the first of their three children.  
 
1933: The final Leidman émigré, 17-year-old Zlata Leidman (who adopted the name Sylvia). 
came 20 years after her siblings, on 15 September 1933 aboard the SS Bremen, to care for Leo 
Leonard’s three children following the unexpected death of her sister Mary Leonard due to 
complications from an appendectomy.  Sylvia was single for most of her life prior to marrying 
Jacob Martin Wexler, a native of Russia, in the 1960s.  
 
Immigration represents an important and integral part of the Laidman family’s early history in 
the United States. Most family members clustered together in the same tenement building at 53 
Cherry Street in downtown Cleveland until they slowly relocated to areas of Cleveland’s east 
side.39  In addition to the dozen immigrants who arrived from Lithuania, all of their spouses were 
immigrants.  In the case of Robert and Rose Laidman’s nine children who reached adulthood, 
three married foreign-born spouses, while all six of the others married first-generation, American 
born offspring of families who had come to America seeking a better life. 40  

                                                           
39 See the 1900 census registers in the Sources sections for various family members on FamilySearch.org. 
Or see Laidman Family History Series No 2, Robert (Reuben) and Rose Greenberg Laidman, accessible 
at hallahan.info/Families. 
 
40 See FamilySearch.org entries for each family member for details. Two of the immigrant spouses of 
Robert and Rose’s children came from Russia (Hyman Katz, husband of Sadie, from the region that is 
now central Belarus; and Sarah Wolinetz, wife of Albert, from the region along of what is now the Polish-
Belarus border). Although her first husband (Ray Zorger) was a fourth-generation American, Mary’s 
second husband heralded from Sweden (Einar Olson). The families of the first-generation, American-born 
spouses of their other six children came from modern-day Latvia (Edith Ginsberg, first wife of Jack; and 
her sister Ruth, wife of Benjamin), Poland (Doris Rosenblum, wife of Robert 1912-2000), unknown 
regions within the Russian Empire (Florence Lubinsky, wife of Morris; Ethel Kessler, wife of Leroy) and 
Austria (John Bojec, husband of Gertrude). Jack Laidman’s second wife, Nora Sax was the daughter of 
U.S.-born parents, but his third wife, Rose Barty, was a first-generation, American-born child of parents 
whose family emigrated from Hungary. Of Fannie Laidman’s family, at least one daughter married an 
immigrant, Simon Amdur, from Russia, husband of Mary Ross. Other immigrants within Fannie’s family 
are not confirmed. Of Charles Laidman’s two daughters, one married an American-born husband while 
the other never married.  


